By MARK D. ALTSCHULE lohannes Cassianus, more commonly known as John Cassian, wrote his treatise De Institutis Coenobiorumci de OctoPrincipalium Vitiorum Remediis Libri XII around the beginning of the fifth century A.D. This work is important because it introduced certain Eastern ideas into Western thought. Some of these ideas are of considerable psychiatric interest.
Cassian first studied with St. Jerome in the East, and then during the ten years from 390 to 400 he toured the parts of Egypt that were inhabited by anchorites and cenobites. After this he spent many years studying in Constantinople under St. John Chrysostom and other Eastern scholars. In 415 he founded his own monastery at Marseilles. The first four volumes of his treatise comprise a detailed account of the organization of a monastery; the last eight discuss the principal sins and their cure. In Cassian's work the deadly sins number eight; this number was subsequently reduced to seven by Pope Gregory the Great. However, some Carolingian and later theologians continued to list eight, although others listed only seven. Neither the number nor the identity of the cardinal sins became fixed until many centuries after Cassian wrote (i).
Cassian discussed the sins largely in relation to the behaviour of monks. He apparently derived many of his ideas from earlier comments on monastic life by Evagrius Ponticus, who in the fourth century had constructed a list of eight chief â€oe¿ evil thoughtsâ€• that afflicted monks. Cassian introduced the eight deadly sins to the Latin West; these sins, in decreasing order of deadliness, were according to Cassian, (i) pride, of the heart or anxietyâ€•. (Referring anxiety to the heart was apparently common in the ancient East; it is to be found in the Old Testament and in Greek writings.) In fact, Cassian specifically used the word inquietudo to describe acedia. The implication of a relation between anxiety and boredom is worth discussing, particularly since anxiety itself is currently accorded excessive importance. In addition, tedium also has a connotation of depression; a relation between anxiety and depression has been recognized for years.
Before acedia itself is discussed one other matter must be considered: according to Cassian, feelings of anger, acedia, and de pression were deadly sins; however, today they are regarded as psychiatric symptoms. The same might be said somewhat less emphatically about others of the deadly sins. * It must be physical and mental symptoms. In addition, some Eastern religions considered all illnesses to be due to offences against gods or spirits; some religions mentioned sin specifically as the cause of all sickness. This was true of the Hittite religion, for example; confession of sin to the priest-physician was the first step in treatment.
If a patient could not recall or actually denied having sinned, he was required to recount his dreams to the priest-physician (2) .
The idea of a connection between evil and psychiatric symptoms did not, of course, die out. An interesting example of a high@ specific relation between evil on the one hand and depression and anxiety on the other is to be found in Dc Anima by Cassiodorus. (@). The idea has become a cornerstone of American psychodynamic psychiatry. How ever, the idea is not based on substantial evidence. Not only is it evident that the idea cannot be proved, but also it is apparent that there are no anatomic, physiologic, psychologic, or clinical data that establish the existence of so-called â€oe¿ anxiety neurosisâ€• as an entity (s).
As was pointed out in a previously published review (s), boredom or the need to avoid it acts as an extremely potent drive. In modern urban civilization thirst, hunger, and sex drives, though of course very important, are so easily satisfied as to make other drives play a greater role in daily life. Clinical observation of domesticated human or other vertebrate animals strongly supports the view that boredom is a highly important drive and in many cases is perhaps the most important.
Many neurotic patients are seen in clinical practice in whom boredom either actually precipitates or else greatly aggravates anxiety.
However, Cassian's ideas about acedia were gradually submerged, and the condition came to be considered merely a subdivision or a variety of depression in which boredom and self-disgust occurred. Depression was, of course, another of the deadly sins. Petrarch, who clearly suffered from acedia himself; gave it still another meaning (6) . He himself manifested an important symptom that had never been mentioned in that connection: an almost voluptuous pleasure in one's own emotional sufferings. Another aspect of the syndrome that he unwittingly manifested was delight in exhibitionistic self-revelation, as shown in minutely-detailed accounts of his own spiritual sufferings. Furthermore, he de fined the condition as a disorder brought on by consideration of the miseries of human life rather than as a sin. Petrarch thus was the first to describe Weltschmerz in modern terms, and Goethe, Baudelaire, and others who later revelled in it were, knowingly or not, his followers. Moreover, Petrarch's unwitting addi tions to the list of manifestations of acedia removed the syndrome from the realm of theology to that of psychiatry. The psychiatric significance of acedia has been recognized by modern authors (â€˜i).
It is evident that Petrarch and not Baudelaire was the father of current beatnik ideas. (It is amusing to note that certain beatnik ideas are similar to those of the ancient Stoics. The Stoics believed that only the ideal Stoic philosopher was free, beautiful, truly wealthy, and happy; all other men were mad or wicked and spent
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